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are not in Kansas
anymore…

When’s a party not a party?
Answers on a postcard,
please, to Downing Street

S I write this – in time for it drop on your doormat before the
beginning of the festive fortnight – it seems there has been a
cover-up at the heart of the Boris Johnson government, with one
rule for them, and another for us. It appears it was party central for Boris
and his chums in and around Number 10 whilst people who followed the
rules could not be with their loved ones who were then left to die alone.
To deflect criticism Mr Johnson has brought in Plan B – rather as fighter
pilots throw off chaff to deflect heat-seeking missiles – and announced an
investigative cover-up to kick the can down the road. We have heard the
Prime Minister three times failing to say it did not take place and the
Deputy Prime Minister saying, on Sky, that we do not retrospectively
investigate crimes. How else do you investigate crimes? It’s risible. And
where are the police in this? More than 2,000 cases were prosecuted for
those who held weddings or parties. It appears the police are only
interested in investigating ordinary working people, not those at the heart
of government who are breaking their own rules.
If confidence in this government was low – and it was, very low – it is
now untenable. One Tory backbencher admitted that there was wine and
cheese and games at the ‘event’. So when is a party not a party?
All the hopes we had for COP26 and any big announcement for rail did
not happen. If anything, we were left embarrassed by the United
Kingdom’s lack of vision, and lack of investment, from giving delegates the
integrated travel our fare-paying public does not enjoy (and is not on the
horizon). And the Transport Minister reduced air duty on internal flights
whilst other countries were scrapping internal flights where there is a
viable rail alternative.
And then, after it’s all over, we get the integrated rail plan which claims
£96 billion of investment but is really a sticking plaster of managed
decline and failed promises. So much for the Northern Powerhouse which
the Prime Minister has promised 60 different times – and put in two
Conservative Party manifestoes – so no levelling up, no HS2, just the stark
reality of managed decline. Let’s not forget that George Osborne also
previously promised a Northern Powerhouse and his much-vaunted HS3
for the north. Every railway commentator has condemned the plans. Much
of it is not new money, anyway, but projects already scheduled and those
that will not put a dent in the projects they will replace.
We have already started campaigning in Scotland and, as you will see in
this month’s Journal on pages 10 and 11, are launching Invest in Rail. The
conversations have already started with various mayors, devolved
governments, and all those who can make their voices heard to protect a
future on rail. Footfall is not coming back, very little is being done to
encourage or promote rail, and the primary legislation for GBR could be
years away. Concessions are being directly awarded on timescales that will
make it a moot point when it does happen, anyway, in our view.
As drivers we are not in Kansas anymore. There seems to be a curious
perception that we do not deserve our salaries, pensions, or conditions,
but remember, no one has ever given us anything. We have paid – through
productivity and flexibility – for everything we have and no one has a right
to take it away. Unity and solidarity will always win out! Please be safe…
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News
their tune quickly changed. They have accepted
we have a raft of agreements on attendance
and negotiations have to take place if they
want to make changes. There are challenges
ahead but we have shown we’re prepared to
stand our ground and defend our agreements.’

TfL steps back
from the brink
GREAT show of solidarity by ASLEF
Tube train drivers on London
Underground forced Transport for
London to back down before Christmas in the
first round of a battle over terms and
conditions and pensions on the network.
Government cuts to TfL funding, coupled
with fewer passengers because of the
pandemic and, consequently, a much smaller
fare box, has led to a financial crisis at TfL.
Management – put up to it by their puppet
masters in Downing Street – wanted to plug
the funding gap by slashing staff pensions – a
driver’s deferred wages – and tearing up our
agreed working conditions.
Finn Brennan, ASLEF’s organiser on the
Underground, summed up what TfL had in
mind in the Journal: ‘They want to make us
work harder, for longer, for less.’
We balloted members for industrial action
and an extraordinary 98.8% voted ‘Yes’ for
strike action to protect t&cs and pensions on
the transport network in the capital. Finn went
to the EC and a day’s strike action was agreed
to run from 04.30 to 20.00 on a Saturday
before Christmas. Just hours before we were
due to announce the strike Transport for

A

Finn: ‘The mandate from
members sent a clear message
– which TfL understood’
London sniffed the air, saw which way the
wind was blowing, and gave us, in writing, the
assurances for which we were looking over our
attendance at work procedure.
‘We do not want to have to take industrial
action, and only ever do so as a last resort,’ said
Finn. ‘But we were backed into a corner by an
intransigent management. We have
acknowledged the financial challenges LU
faces as a result of the double whammy of the
pandemic and government cuts. And we are
willing to constructively engage with LU and
find negotiated solutions. We will not accept
changes being imposed or agreements, freely
entered into, being ignored.’
GS Mick Whelan said: ‘The funding gap is
not the fault of Tube train drivers so there is no
reason why their t&cs should be torn up.’ Finn
added: ‘Management thought they could
ignore our objections but, when we said we
would be serving notice of industrial action,

l Nick Dent, LU’s director of customer
operations, announced on Tuesday 7
December: ‘TfL proposes not recruiting 250
customer services vacancies that are currently
unfilled, as well as placing controls on future
recruitment, with the aim of reducing posts
by a further 250-350 as people retire or move
on – a reduction of 500-600 posts compared
to pre-pandemic staffing levels.’ Finn said:
‘This is just the start of “managed decline” on
London Underground. Without proper
government funding, public transport in
London will become less safe, less accessible,
and more expensive.’

QUOTE…
‘The Foreign & Commonwealth Office’s
handling of the Afghan evacuation was
dysfunctional and chaotic. Fewer than
5% of those at risk, because of their
links to Britain, were evacuated.
Dominic Raab was slow to make
decisions’ – Raphael Marshall
FCO whistleblower

…UNQUOTE

Raise a glass
or two
Ilford had its first physical
branch meeting in 18 months,
and it was a pleasure to
welcome the EC president, Dave
Calfe. We had a fair bit of
business to get through and it
was great not doing this on
Zoom, which had been,
understandably, necessary.
Dave gave us an update on
current proceedings and
warned us about some of the
issues facing us in the
foreseeable future. It’s been a
tough period for some branch
members, involving some ‘not

TWEETS OF THE MONTH
It’s shameful that members of
our armed forces are made to
pay thousands of pounds to make
a home in the country they risked
their lives for. @DanJarvisMP

A good pub – and a bit of onscreen footie – beats Zoom every time
through choice’ retirements, and
others have taken the
opportunity to retire early. The
meeting concluded with
retirement presentations to
Brothers Guilder, Nolan, Syers,
and Ward and those present took
the opportunity to raise a glass or

two to see a significant section
of Ilford’s driving history retire,
including Brothers Hunjan and
Ahmed who, unfortunately,
couldn’t be with us on this
occasion.
Philip Devonport Ilford 105
branch secretary

TfL reduced funding: Worst
case scenario without
Mayoral/Govt help looks grim.
Service reductions and asset
decline & closure.
@BBCTomEdwards
My interview with Mick
Whelan, general secretary of
@ASLEFunion at
modernleft.substack.com
@fletchersimon

Top rep Khalid

Good luck, Steve

We reported in the Journal (September)
our delight that Khalid Rana, Gidea Park
branch, MTR Elizabeth line driver, health &
safety rep, local district council, and
Crossrail projects rep – he’s a very active
activist! – was a recipient of a special Trades
Union Congress award. He was presented
with it by GS Mick Whelan and EC president
Dave Calfe, Khalid, Mick, and DO5 Nigel Gibson
Dave Calfe at head office last month.

Khalid, in turn,
presented Steve
Meredith with
his retirement
certificate, after
45 years on the
iron road, on
Monday 6
December
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Bigfoot –
Steve’s
caricature of
himself as a
hairy
monster –
and his
cover for the
December
Journal

Stop the
madness!
TEVE BELL’s
cover for the
Christmas
Journal reminded
many members of
the way he
welcomed delegates
to AAD in Brighton in
2014. Our annual
conference is usually
opened by the local
mayor. But as the
mayor was a
Conservative we
invited Steve, who is
a brutally funny
political cartoonist,
isn’t a Tory, and was
just as funny in
person as he is on
paper.
‘It’s unusual for
me to be asked to
open a conference,’
he said. ‘Because I
normally take the
piss out of them. But I
like conferences.
Especially when
they’re packed with
psychotic, swiveleyed, well-presented
Tories. They’re very
funny. I remember
one, loving his three
minutes in the
spotlight, and when
the traffic lights came
on to tell him he was
running out of time,
he reached into a
very large Tesco bag,

S

The train drivers’
union since 1880

picked out a rare leg
of lamb, and began
whirling it around his
head, yelling “Stop
the madness, stop
the madness.”
‘The Tories used to
come to Brighton.
What stopped them
was not the bombing
at the Grand Hotel,
they came after that,
but, after that terrible
defeat in 1992, when
Labour was thrashed
by John Major, it was
a Labour authority
here in Brighton, and
Gill Sweeting, the
mayor, was invited to

welcome them to the
town. Use the
facilities, get pissed,
buy drugs, you know
the sort of thing.
Except Gill lectured
them about
unemployment and
they didn’t like it one
bit and they haven’t
been back since. It
was, politically,
brilliant but not,
commercially, such a
good move...’

QUOTE…
‘Boris Johnson compared himself to
Moses in his pig’s ear of a speech. Moses
parted the Red Sea while the PM cannot
even part his own hair’ – Jonathan
Mann Daily Telegraph

…UNQUOTE

CONFERENCES & RALLIES
The Labour North conference is at Newcastle University on Saturday
26 and Sunday 27 February. International Women’s Day is Tuesday 8
March. The Labour Party women’s conference is at the International
Centre, Telford, on Saturday 19 and Sunday 20 March. ASLEF’s annual
assembly of delegates is at the Highcliff Marriott Hotel in
Bournemouth from Monday 16 to Friday 20 May. The Wales Trades
Union Congress is at the Venue Cymru in Llandudno from Tuesday 24
to Thursday 26 May. The 154th Trades Union Congress is at the
Brighton Centre from Sunday 11 to Wednesday 14 September. The
Labour Party conference is at the ACC conference centre in Liverpool
from Saturday 24 to Wednesday 28 September.

CHILTERN RAILWAYS GETS ANOTHER SIX YEARS
Arriva has signed a six year national rail contract with the DfT for its
Chiltern Railways train operating company. The contract starts on
New Year’s Eve, Friday 31 December, and means Chiltern will
continue to run services between London and Buckinghamshire,
Oxfordshire, and the West Midlands.
500 CLUB: Richard Hutchins, with number 026, won the December
draw, scooping the Retired Members’ Section jackpot of £514.

Oﬀ the Rails
PHILIP COLLINS, once Tony Blair’s chief
speechwriter, and the man who spread a
little stardust on the final draft of Keir
Starmer’s speech at the Labour Party
conference in Brighton last year, now
writes for the New Statesman and Evening
Standard. Which is where, in the wake of
the ‘snouts in the trough’ second jobs
scandal in Parliament, he argued that it was ‘implausible to
pretend, as Sajid Javid did, that other jobs enable MPs to
stay in touch with the world beyond Westminster. That is
what being a constituency MP is meant to do. And how
remarkable that the worlds with which they want to stay in
touch are banking, the law, and professional services. I don’t
notice many Tory MPs wanting “to stay in touch” with the
world of social work, bus driving, or window cleaning. It
would be absurd to pretend that moonlighting MPs are all
employed for their sheer strategic genius. It is obvious that
most of them get the gig because they are close to power
and the businesses want the access.’
JOHN WITHEROW sacked Philip Collins
from The Times for, according to Private
Eye, ‘being insufficiently boosterish
about the Woosterish Boris Johnson’.
Collins mused, rather dryly: ‘After 12
years of service, and 30 seconds of
explanation, I am leaving, stage left. All
I know is that I was supposed to be plugged into this
government. To be honest, I’d rather be plugged into the
mains.’ Adding, ‘I’ve always wanted to be thought too leftwing but never thought I would achieve it.’
NADINE DORRIES, to no one
one’s surprise, got off to a sticky
start as Culture Secretary.
Appearing in front of the
Digital, Culture, Media and
Sports Select Committee, she
told MPs that since Channel 4 receives public funds, it is her
job to make sure taxpayers get value for money. After a
tumbleweed moment, Damian Green pointed out that she
was talking nonsense; C4 gets no public money. The
channel is publicly-owned, but entirely commercial in its
funding. Dorries looked aghast, turning to her Permanent
Private Secretary, Sarah Healey, who confirmed that Dorries,
who will decide the channel’s future, doesn’t even know
how it’s funded. Stumbling, Dorries claimed she, er, meant
that C4 receives funds from the public because people buy
stuff from the advertisers who actually fund C4. Doh!
DAVID HARE, whose play The
Permanent Way about the
privatisation of Britain’s railways
opened at the Theatre Royal, York,
in 2003, criticised the BBC at the
Hay Festival’s Winter Weekend for
being afraid, these days, to ‘make
waves’. ‘Most drama now is crime
shows because you know they’re not a problem to the
government.’ Hare, who cheerfully describes himself as ‘the
world’s worst dancer’, has been asked to appear on Strictly
Come Dancing twice, which he finds ‘curiously insulting.
What part of “No” do they not understand?’
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Next generation sign up
for the railway in Wales
District 7 Organiser STEVE
AUSTIN, our DO for the southwest of England and Wales,
reports on ‘a great step
forward for training, for train
drivers, for the railway, and for Wales’
ARIE DALY, Transport for Wales’s
deputy managing director, and I
signed off the new TfW train driver
apprenticeship scheme – the first of its kind in
Wales – in Cardiff on Wednesday 27 October.
With the help of ASLEF – and two and a half
years of hard work and lobbying by Emma
Penman, project worker at the ASLEF
Education Learning Partnership Programme,
and Ian Thompson, TfW company council and
Treherbert branch – the company became the
first train operator in the UK to offer an
accredited NVQ level 3 qualification in train
driver operations as part of its apprenticeship.
TfW hopes to recruit around 100
apprentices every year for the next five years.
Adam Bagwell, operations training manager,
said: ‘This has been a long time coming and
the hard work by our training team in
partnership with ASLEF, the national trade
union for train drivers, Coleg y Cymoedd, our
apprenticeship provider partner, and the Rail

M

Putting pen to paper in Cardiff: Steve Austin for ASLEF and Marie Daly for Transport for Wales
Delivery Group, has now come to fruition.
‘The train driver’s role is a professional,
highly-skilled, job and our drivers deserve
recognition for their hard work through
training in the form of this qualification. It
shows we are committed to provide the best
possible training to our drivers in Wales and
the Borders.’
Lee Waters, Deputy Minister with
responsibility for Transport, said: ‘The creation
of Transport for Wales was not just about
improving public transport but to bring other
benefits to our communities as we do so.
Bringing on apprentices into well-paid jobs is a
great example of how we are doing both.’
The first eight drivers to join the
apprenticeship were Drew Bradley, Michael
Davies, Stephen Jones, Richard Hext, Joel Hier,
Kevin Whitlock, Rhys William, and Robyn
Williams.

Waterloo station Windrush
pics go on display in York
Photographs showing the final Windrush
migrants arriving at Waterloo station will join
the National Railway Museum’s permanent
collection. The 37 prints, all taken by Howard
Grey, will become part of the national
collection of more than 1.75 million images
held in the museum’s archive and feature in a
new exhibition at Station Hall, a former
goods depot, in York.
Howard, then 20, went to Waterloo in May
1962, shortly before the Immigration Act,
ending the automatic right of settlement in
the UK for Commonwealth citizens, came in.
About 150 men and women took the train
from Southampton to Waterloo to be
greeted by friends and family, and Howard
was the only photographer there. He shot
three rolls of film, but the pictures were
underexposed, and remained unseen until
2014 when new scanning technology

QUOTE…
‘The draconian Police Bill is about
state control, not law and order, as
Priti vacant and a despotic Prime
Minister seek authority to stop
whoever they wish from protesting for
whatever reason they dislike’ –
Kevin Maguire Daily Mirror

…UNQUOTE
HS2 FIRES UP ITS FIRST TBM

Howard with his rediscovered black and white
photos in front of Robert Stephenson’s Rocket

enabled him to recover the images.
‘It was incredible to see pictures I’d taken
in the ’60s finally come to life. When the
negatives didn’t develop well enough to
produce prints, I put them away but I’m
delighted to bring them to the National
Railway Museum. When they go on display, I
hope visitors will be inspired to learn more
about these people’s stories and this
important part of our history.’

ARTHUR WALKINDON SADLY MISSED
I wish to report the passing of a very special friend. Arthur Walkindon was always
helping the men at his depot and was an excellent LDC man. He was at Maidstone
barracks when it closed and helped all the drivers with their redundancy moves.
He went to Ramsgate where he helped the men there. Arthur was a lovely man
and will be sadly missed. Rest in Peace Arthur.
Dave Weddle Tonbridge Retired Members’ Section
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Matthew Tucker, assistant principal at Coleg
y Cymoedd, said: ‘There has been huge
infrastructure investment and development in
transportation across Wales, and creating this
apprenticeship generates new opportunities
and ensures education and skills development
forms a critical part.’
GS Mick Whelan said: ‘We are thrilled the
first accredited qualification in train driving, in
Wales, is finally in place. It’s a great step
forward for training, for train drivers, for the
railway, and for Wales.”

The first tunnel boring machine on the
Midlands section of the HS2 rail project has
begun work. The 2,000 tonne, 125 metre long
machine, which is working its way under Long
Itchington wood in Warwickshire, was
assembled on site by 170 engineers. A
tunnelling team is working in shifts around the
clock to operate the TBM for five months to
bore a one-mile tunnel.

TRADE UNION AND LABOUR RELATIONS
(CONSOLIDATION) ACT 1992
Further to the statement to members,
published in the Journal (November), issued in
connection with the union’s annual return for
the period ended 31 December 2020, as
required by section 32A of the Trade Union and
Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992, in
respect of the union’s political fund total
income was £260,221 and total expenditure
was £122,886.

HENDY BECOMES MUSEUM PIECE
Sir Peter Hendy, chair of Network Rail, has been
appointed chair of the National Railway
Museum’s advisory board, charged with
strengthening connections with the rail
industry, celebrating the centenary of The
Flying Scotsman in 2023, and developing the
museum’s site in York.

News

ASLEF – We need
to talk about toilets
TAFF and passengers working on and
travelling on Britain’s trains deserve
decent toilet facilities. That has always
been our belief. We used World Toilet Day on
Friday 19 November – a UN observance day
‘designed to inspire action to tackle the global
sanitation crisis’ – to lobby the DfT, Network
Rail, TOCs, FOCs, and rail industry groups on
the need for access to clean, safe, and
appropriate toilets.
‘It’s an occupational health & safety issue,
and a real problem on the railway,’ said GS Mick
Whelan. ‘But it’s also a public health issue and
an issue of basic human rights.’
Workers who cannot access proper toilet
facilities, or are not given the time by
employers to do so, are forced to urinate in
public areas, defecate in the open, use
inappropriate containers, or even, on occasion,
soil their clothes or seat.
As well as being hugely stressful, and
humiliating, the related public health impact
affects not only workers themselves, but also
colleagues, cleaning staff, and the public, who
are all potentially exposed to human waste.
Untreated human waste in the environment
can spread deadly and chronic diseases such
as cholera, hepatitis, polio, diarrhoea, and
typhoid.
‘That’s why access to toilets and washing
facilities is essential for good public health and
to prevent the spread of disease,’ said Mick.
‘The pandemic has thrown into stark relief the
importance of hygiene and access to adequate
toilet and hand washing facilities in the
prevention of the spread of transmissible
diseases.’
Clean, hygienic loos offering privacy, as well
as warm running water, a sink, soap, and safe

S

sanitary disposal is essential for women to
manage menstruation safely, and with dignity,
each month. Menstruation brings an increased
need to access toilet facilities – it can increase
the need to urinate more frequently, with
diarrhoea a common premenstrual symptom,
and sanitary products need to be changed
regularly (and safely).
‘It cannot be right that freight drivers are
often left with no dignified or hygienic options
for carrying out basic bodily functions,’ said
Mick. ‘And this problem undermines efforts by
the rail industry to recruit a more
representative number of women drivers.’
Some drivers don’t drink – ‘deliberate
dehydration’ – to avoid having to go to the
toilet, with all the attendant risks to safety.
Failing to maintain fluid levels has an
immediate effect on concentration, and
harmful long-term effects on your health, too.
Driver’s cabs can reach temperatures of 30°C in
the summer heat. And some drivers are

changing sanitary towels in bushes by the side
of the track – that’s outrageous in a first world
country in 2021. Others have to urinate or
defecate into carrier bags and bottles.
‘Who wants to urinate in a bush?’ said Mick.
‘One woman driver used her hard hat. It’s time
our industry realised its obligations and did
the right thing – for our drivers and for the
passengers they and goods they move around
this country.
‘We need to address this issue now. Longterm, the answer is to design out the problem.
When the train and freight operating
companies are commissioning a new train
they should build and design it to spec with a
staff toilet on board.’
In the meantime companies need to think
it through and, when retro-fitting old stock,
come up with a solution to the problem. Some
firms are fitting camping toilets on old trains
and – while not great – freight drivers say a
camping toilet is, at least, better than a bush.

LEVEL CROSSING LOON JAILED

Dedicated
ASLEF rep
I was lucky enough
to attend the
retirement do for
Brother Keith
Morum, along with a
few colleagues from
Victoria. Keith was
an ASLEF stalwart,
being a rep at
various depots,
including one I was
at, London Victoria
(Battersea branch).
Keith retired on
Friday 5 November
from Crewe & West
Midlands Railway
after 50 years. A
dedicated rep who
worked very hard

We created these four graphic images marking World Toilet Day to push the need for proper
toilet facilities for passenger and freight train drivers working on the railways in Britain

Tudorel-Dorinel Carmocanu, 26, of Spalding, Lincolnshire, has
been jailed for 12 months for causing £46,160 worth of damage
to Park Road level crossing. He was driving a friend’s Renault
Megane – without benefit of insurance or bothering to hold a
driving licence – when he smashed into barriers and fencing.
Carmocanu said it was a ‘moment of madness’.

TESTING THE FIRST FLIRT

for all members and
a great person to
know. One of the
guests was our GS
who gave a brilliant
speech; thanks,
Mick. Have a long
and happy
retirement, Keith!
James D Browne
Banbury 103
branch h&s rep

Testing has started, on the Wales & Borders network, on the first
two Stadler FLIRTs – the Fast Light Intercity and Regional Train –
to be delivered to Canton depot as part of a new 35-strong fleet
for Transport for Wales.

QUOTE…
‘Despite some early predictions, the pandemic has not turned
out to be a great leveller: we have all been, to borrow a viral
metaphor, navigating the same stormy sea, but in very
different vessels’ – Rachel Aroesti pop culture writer The
Guardian

…UNQUOTE
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Johnson follows
ASLEF’s advice

Boris – belatedly –
took our advice
and made it
mandatory to
wear masks on
public transport

ORIS Johnson has, for once, done the
right thing and followed ASLEF’s
advice. The man who, as Mayor of
London, refused to meet the rail unions –
‘plebs’ was how he referred to us privately –
has listened, and acted, on what we said.
On Wednesday 24 November Mick Whelan,
general secretary, spoke out: ‘We believe maskwearing should be mandatory on trains. To
protect passengers and staff and to control the
covid-19 pandemic.’
It was, we noted, mandatory – but not
enforced – on Transport for London and we
had noticed a decline, in October and
November, in the number of passengers
wearing a mask.

concourses, and given that mask-wearing was
no longer mandatory in shops, there was an
obvious reluctance to enforce mask-wearing
because it would irritate retailers who might
lose revenue.
Mick made it clear to the Prime Minister
what was necessary to protect passengers and
staff from infection, illness, and death.
And, lo and behold, three days later, on
Saturday 27 November, Boris Johnson
announced to the nation that wearing a mask
would be compulsory on public transport –
and in shops – and those who refused to
comply would be fined £200 for a first offence,
£400 for a second, £800 for a third, up to a
maximum of £6,400.

B

We briefed politicians and journalists that if
they went to main line interchange stations,
such as Euston, and walked the platforms, they
would see that while wearing a mask was,
notionally, mandatory on London
Underground and London Overground it was
not mandatory for the main line operators
running into and out of the stations.
This lack of clarity caused confusion among
passengers. Many industry observers also
speculated that, given the sums of money
Network Rail makes from shops on station

Heidi Hi-De-Hi
There is a famous picture of a picket line of
Buckton’s Boys at Stratford during the
1982 strike – Ray Buckton was ASLEF’s GS
at the time – in which, if you look closely,
you will spot, on the denim jacket of the
local rep, a badge promoting Status Quo.
Dicky Fisher, elected District 6 Organiser
in 2011 when his predecessor, Mick
Whelan, became general secretary, smiles
about that photo. ‘That badge had
absolutely nothing to do with an iconic
1970s rock band. It references maintaining
the status quo of an eight hour working
day.’ But after an end of year trip by
members of Districts 5 and 6 to Benidorm,
that picture pales beside this selfie of
Dicky in fancy dress. Down, down, deeper
and down, as the Quo liked to sing…

THE DOM DROPS THE BREXIT BUG
Dominic Cummings, the Prime Minister’s
former chief adviser, and architect of the
successful Vote Leave campaign – he was
played by Benedict Cumberpatch in the C4
drama Brexit: The Uncivil War – prefers to talk
about success rather than failure. The Dom
used to have ‘Get Brexit done, then ARPA’ – a
reference to the Advanced Research Projects
Agency set up by President Eisenhower in
1958 – as his constant WhatsApp caption. Now
that exhortation has disappeared. Just like
those sunlit uplands of which he and the PM
once professed to be so fond…

Dicky as a
young denimclad rocker
(above) and
suited & booted
as an ASLEF officer (right)
and going bonkers in
Benidorm as Heidi in the
Swiss Alps (far right)

TfL OFFERS BIG BONUSES TO BOSSES
Transport for London, in an extraordinary
piece of poor PR, is offering senior executive
more than £12 million a year in ‘fat cat’
bonuses while going cap in hand to the
government for a bailout and trying to savage
the terms & conditions and pensions of staff.
TfL commissioner Andy Byford says there is an
‘indelible link’ between pay and the ability to
retain staff, adding, ‘There is a lot of
competition for talent’.

Iron and
steel
Just because he’s no
longer a train driver,
or EC president,
doesn’t mean that
Tosh McDonald has
given up the
struggle. He joined
the picket line at
Scunthorpe steel
works – with John
Westmoreland from
Doncaster People’s
Assembly and Unite
GS Sharon Graham –
in solidarity with
scaffolders on strike.
‘The contractor they
have been TUPEd
across to is refusing
to pay some of them

From Boulder to Birmingham

the industry agreed
rate,’ said Tosh. ‘In a
fantastic act of
solidarity the
scaffolders who are
being paid the
agreed rate are on
strike with their
colleagues!’
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QUOTE…
‘The arrival of a dark, fruity cake
invariably marks a special occasion.
To this day I smuggle a piece onto long
train journeys’ – Nigel Slater The
Christmas Chronicles

…UNQUOTE

On Sunday 31 October
Wigan branch had the
pleasure of welcoming
DO4 Nigel Roebuck to
address a wellattended meeting on
issues surrounding
Northern, the
Manchester task force,
and the Rail Industry
Recovery Group. On
behalf of ASLEF Nigel
also made a
presentation of a 25
year membership
badge to Paul
Birmingham. The buffet
(and a few drinks) were

Paul and Nigel at the
front of the grid for
the buffet
enjoyed by all.
Phil Spencer Wigan
107 branch
secretary

The ASLEF RMS 500 Club
Colleagues
The 500 Club is a fundraising venture for ASLEF’s Retired Members’ Section.
Conditions of Membership: Only retired and working members of ASLEF, including district councils and branches,
plus permanent staff employed by ASLEF, can make an application to join the RMS 500 Club. The application form
and standing order form can only be completed and submitted by the ASLEF member, or staff member.
Numbers in the draw cost £4 each per month. To begin making payments into club funds, all you have to do is
complete the standing order form and return it to your bank. Alternatively, you can pay by cheque a year in
advance; the cheque should be made payable to ASLEF RMS 500 Club. Payments need to reach the club account
by 1st of every month and the draw takes place on 12th of every month – with the winning number, name, and
prize printed on page 5 of the ASLEF Journal. Once you have arranged your method of payment just complete the
form and return it to Peter J Smith, Treasurer, RMS 500 Club, 6 Devonia Gardens, London, N18 1AF.
The Retired Members’ Section committee would like to thank you for your support and wish you luck in the draw!
Yours fraternally, Peter J Smith, treasurer, ASLEF Retired Members’ Section 500 Club

ASLEF RMS 500 Club
application form
Name.....................................................................
Address.................................................................
.................................................................................

STANDING ORDER MANDATE
To

______________________________

Address

______________________________

________________________________________
________________________________________

Please pay

..................................................................................

BANK

BRANCH TITLE (NOT ADDRESS)

Unity Trust Bank

Birmingham

.................................................................................
Postcode...............................................................

AMOUNT IN FIGURES
The sum of

email......................................................................
..................................................................................
Each number costs £4. You can
purchase as many numbers as you like.
I confirm that I wish to purchase ____
numbers as part of the 500 Club.
(A) I have set up my standing order (£48
per annum or £4 per month)

SORTING CODE NO.

08-60-01
60-83-01

BENEFICIARY’S NAME

ACCOUNT NUMBER

ASLEF RMS 500 CLUB ACCOUNT

For the credit of

Telephone............................................................
..................................................................................

Bank

2

0

2

0

1

1

9

3

AMOUNT IN WORDS

£
DATE AND AMOUNT OF FIRST PAYMENT

£

Commencing

DUE DATE AND FREQUENCY
and thereafter every

1ST OF EVERY MONTH

DATE AND AMOUNT OF LAST PAYMENT

£

*Until
Quoting the
reference

*Until you receive further notice from me/us in writing
and debit my/our account accordingly

Please cancel any previous standing order or direct debit in favour of the beneficiary named above
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

(B) I enclose a cheque for advance
payment (£48 per annum).
Delete (A) or (B) accordingly.
Signed..................................................................
Date............................................
Please return this coupon to:
Peter Smith, Treasurer, RMS 500 Club,
6 Devonia Gardens, London, N18 1AF
and the standing order mandate
(right) to your bank (or via your
internet bank)

ACCOUNT TO BE DEBITED

ACCOUNT NUMBER

Signature(s) ________________________________________

Date __________________________

________________________________________
Note: The Bank will not undertake to:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

make any reference to Value Added Tax or other indeterminate element
advise payer’s address to beneficiary
advise beneficiary of inability to pay
request beneficiary’s banker to advise beneficiary of receipt

* Delete if not applicable
If the amounts of the periodic payments vary, they should be incorporated in a schedule overleaf
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It’s 2022 and time
ASLEF’s general secretary
MICK WHELAN explains why
we are launching our Invest in
Rail campaign to persuade
politicians that investment in
rail is not only economically beneficial
but environmentally essential
EOPLE talk, a little cynically, about
‘vested interests’. But, if you think
about it, all interests are vested. Of
course they are. ASLEF has a vested interest
in the success – now and in the future – of
Britain’s railways. We have always had such
an interest since we first came together, in
1880, to represent the aims and aspirations
of the locomotive engineers (drivers) and
firemen (who shovelled the fuel into the
firebox) in the halcyon days of steam on the

P

footplate of the trains bringing ever closer
the countries, towns, cities, and villages of
this United Kingdom.
That’s why we have always advocated the
use of public, rather than private, transport.
Why we have always actively campaigned
for more, and better, railway links. Because
we have always understood how the
railway, in Britain, was at the heart of the
first industrial revolution; how it moved
people, and goods, around this country
more effectively, more efficiently, more
quickly, and more cheaply.
And because we understand how the
railway can play a key role in the move by
Britain to a modern, sustainable, and
carbon neutral, economy fit for the 21st
century and beyond.
Investment in rail is critical not just for
meeting the commitments we made in

November at COP26, and for rebuilding the
British economy post-pandemic – the Rail
Industry Association has just published
data which shows that every £1 spent on
rail generates £2.50 of income in the wider
economy – but for any real levelling up
between the different regions of the UK.
That’s why we will be making the case for
the government to deliver the HS2 rail
project that voters were promised, and that
this country deserves, building capacity to
deal with the problems faced by the
Manchester task force; and completing the
promised electrification projects to Wales
and elsewhere.
We will be campaigning for proper
investment in our railways, rather than cuts;
for investment in low carbon transport for a
green economy; and for the safe return of
passengers to public transport.

We want all regions to have the connectivity they deserve
Shadow Rail Minister TANMANJEET SINGH DHESI,
Labour MP for Slough, can see the potential that can
be harnessed, through investment, to build an even
better network and service for passengers
INCE the beginning of the
pandemic, rail saw
perhaps the most drastic
impact on its day-to-day operation
compared to any other major
industry: passenger numbers
dropping to 4% of normal levels,
the death of the failed franchise
model, and the effective
nationalisation of operators across
the UK. At the same time, the
government ensured that the same
private operators continued to
profit, risk-free, on the backs of
hardworking rail staff who faced
cuts to their jobs, working
conditions, and pay.
As we come through the
pandemic, now is the time to
deliver a railway network free of its
Victorian era shackles and fit for the
21st century, with the needs of
passengers and staff at its heart. A
network that is more affordable,
more accessible, better connected,
not only between more of our
towns and cities, but also to our
trams and buses within them.
I want to see a rail network that
is used and relied upon by ever
more passengers and freight,
leading the way in our international
effort to tackle the climate
emergency. A rail network that is

S

safer, more punctual, and more
resistant to extreme weather. And,
of course, a rail network that treats
its high-skilled and professional
staff with respect – that means
proper pay, better working
conditions, long-term careers and
career development, and the
freedom to focus on passengers,
not on profit. Am I asking too
much? I don’t think so. During my
time as Shadow Rail Minister, I have
seen for myself the innovation,
drive, and passion in the rail
industry to achieve this. I see the
potential that can be harnessed,
through investment, to build an
even better network and service for
passengers. So it begs the question,
why can’t this government?
Operators are being told to
make 10% cuts by the Treasury, the
DfT is slashing £1 billion from the
rail budget, we see an integrated
rail plan that scales back longpromised infrastructure projects –
it all seems like an odd way to
achieve the Prime Minister’s oftparroted slogans. Unfortunately,
sound bites are not the same as the
investment which is needed to
secure the industry’s future. But the
truth is that sound bites are all this
government can offer.
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The reality is that proper
investment delivers for passengers,
the industry, and the economy as a
whole: for every £1 spent on rail,
£2.50 is generated for the wider
economy. Yet, sadly, our rail
network faces a renewed, and reestablished, threat of Tory cuts and
chronic underfunding.
Investing in rail is crucial to
realising our future economic and
environmental needs. Trains remain
one of the greenest forms of mass
transportation available and, given
the correct investment in
electrification and rolling stock,
could be the backbone of a low
carbon economy. Without it,
passengers will, inevitably, choose
more polluting and more
convenient forms of transport; in
the past month, compared to prepandemic levels, car usage rose to a
high of 102% whilst rail only
reached 72%. The Conservatives
still don’t seem able to get a grip on
rail’s recovery. The driving
sentiment, epitomised in the longawaited integrated rail plan, seems
to be about cuts and limited
enhancements, rather than the
widescale infrastructure and
capacity improvements that are so
desperately needed. Rather than
providing the bold, ambitious
vision that was promised, the IRP
scrapped the high-speed line north
of Nottingham, cancelled upgrades
and lines in the north-east of

England, ignored Bradford’s poor
connectivity, and abandoned the
anticipated electrification of lines
to Hull. The IRP was meant to be a
document that set the tone and
agenda for future British
infrastructure investment. Instead,
it is characteristic of this
government: over-promising and
under-delivering.
Under these proposals, the
economic potential of the north,
the Midlands, and the UK economy
as a whole cannot be fully realised.
Under a Labour government, we
would build HS2 in full, alongside a
new Northern Powerhouse Rail line
between Leeds and Manchester. I
want to see investment spread
equally across the country,
ensuring that all regions have the
transport connectivity they
deserve. We need a government
that is going to identify and meet
the challenges of this century, not
meander from crisis to crisis
without the vision or ambition to
proactively address any of them.
When we’re a country with growing
inequality, with a looming climate
crisis threatening to drastically
change the environment in which
we live, and an economy on its
knees due to the global pandemic,
this is not the moment for cuts,
rollbacks, and broken promises: it’s
the moment for decisive and clear
action with a serious investment
plan for the future.

Invest in Rail

to

We need new lines fit
for the 21st century
TRACY BRABIN, the Mayor
of West Yorkshire, says that
northerners have been let
down so often by
Whitehall and Westminster
that they now accept it as the norm
S THE new, and first, Mayor of
West Yorkshire, my position is
unique. Alongside Dan Jarvis,
the Mayor of South Yorkshire, and the
other northern Labour mayors, the
government now has someone to look in
the eye when it makes unpopular, out-oftouch, and damaging decisions which
effect Yorkshire and the north of England.
Sadly, this did not stop the Prime
Minister from scrapping the eastern leg
of HS2, or paring back plans for Northern
Powerhouse Rail in the long-awaited
integrated rail plan. But the PM did, at
least, have the good sense to blush as he
told me that the new HS2 line would run
‘right up to the border’ of Yorkshire.
Whilst I would like to say that
northerners felt just as betrayed by the
plans as their northern mayors and
leaders, the sad truth is that, when
speaking to commuters outside Bradford
and Leeds stations on the day – two West
Yorkshire cities set to receive new
stations – what came across most was a
sense of resignation.
Northerners have been let down by
Whitehall and Westminster so many times
that we now accept it as the norm. It
doesn’t matter that the government
promised NPR and HS2 over and over
again, or that Boris Johnson pledged to
build a new line between Manchester and
Leeds via Bradford when he first
committed to ‘levelling up’. These
promises were, and this is characteristic
of this Conservative government, made
to be broken.
That is why I am so proud to endorse
ASLEF’s Invest in Rail campaign. As
Britain’s train drivers’ union, ASLEF is
leading our fightback from the front,
making it clear to the government that
train drivers and rail industry experts
alike view the integrated rail plan as subpar, less than was promised and unable to
deliver proper levelling up in the north of
England. To increase capacity, and get
people – and freight – off our congested
roads, and establish a better connected
and integrated north for all, we need new
lines fit for the 21st century, not 20th
century upgrades to 19th century
infrastructure. This is what we were
promised, this is what we will fight for,
and this is what we will deliver – together.

A

Invest in freight – for the
economy and the planet
MAGGIE SIMPSON, director
general of the Rail Freight
Group, makes a thoughtful –
and persuasive – case for
clearing pathways so we can move more
freight from Britain’s congested roads on
to our carbon-friendly railway network
NCREASING the amount of goods
moved by rail is a vitally important part
of decarbonising the UK economy –
and is recognised as such by stakeholders across
the country, including the governments in
Whitehall and Holyrood. There are really
encouraging signs from customers that they
want to move to low carbon logistics, and use
more rail, and we have seen recent examples of
new services starting, and businesses outwardly
promoting their use of rail in the media.
Yet modal shift will be constrained if we
cannot operate these additional trains, or if train
paths are so poor that the service cannot
compete with road. Over the last two years, with
fewer passenger trains on the network, rail
freight has been able to test some
improvements – including trains of up to 775m,
and running in better paths, but as the
passenger railway rebuilds it may not be
possible to keep all these gains. That is, unless
we rebalance the priorities and invest in the
network. The business case for investing in
freight schemes is high, often many times higher
than for passenger schemes, with benefits to the
economy and environment from taking HGVs off
the road network. Yet the political priority of
investment has almost always been the
passenger railway, and freight has suffered from
a piecemeal approach over the years.
So the £60 million investment in the
Felixstowe branch line, completed two years
ago, was welcome – but there are not enough
paths over the Fens to Peterborough, with work
at Ely junction stalled, and the new passenger
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station at Soham built without a passing loop for
freight trains. A more joined-up approach is
desperately needed, based on providing
capacity along freight corridors.
With investment in HS2 and NPR now (sort
of) confirmed, we will be looking to ensure that
freight properly benefits from this significant
investment. It is good to see that gauge
clearance over the Pennines is committed, but
this will be of little use unless the capacity is also
provided, so it is imperative that the three or
four tracking between Huddersfield and
Marsden is prioritised in the first phase of work.
There also has to be an honest conversation
about the pressures on the existing network that
will come from operating new high speed
services alongside current trains. This is already a
concern on the northern part of the West Coast,
and now also on the Midland main line and
routes into Sheffield and elsewhere. A clear view
of freight capacity has to be part of the baseline,
and if there is not enough room then further
work will be needed to upgrade those routes
alongside the new lines.
Yet investment in infrastructure doesn’t
always need to be a mega project, and with
government tight on money we have to look at
the smaller schemes, too. The recent news of
work on the Bottle branch, which doubles the
capacity yet cost less than £10 million, is a great
example of this. Increasing the turn-out speed of
points in loops from, say, 15mph to 30mph,
when they are renewed, can give a significant
efficiency improvement and performance, too.
This means that Network Rail needs to be
given authority to make these investments
efficiently in their funding arrangements, and
also have a continual list of schemes that would
be beneficial. Investment, large and small, will
help unlock freight growth and, in turn, protect
the environment and the economy. We must
keep improving the network and look at
innovative ways to do so if we are to deliver on
rail freight growth.
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The French Railway

Proust and the li

‘I could hear the whistling of trains which, now nearer and now farther off, punctuatin
in a forest, showed me the deserted countryside through which a traveller would be h
BERNARD RICHARDS, who was born and brought up at Dudley, in the
heart of the industrial Black Country, is an emeritus fellow of Brasenose
College, Oxford, where he was, for many years, a tutorial fellow in
English Language & Literature. Here he reveals a hitherto little known
aspect of the 19th century French novelist and critic Marcel Proust. As
well as knocking out his masterpiece, In Search of Lost Time, published
in seven volumes between 1913 and 1927, he had a real thing about the iron road…
HE only thing most people know
about Marcel Proust, other than that
he lived in a cork-lined room, is that
the taste of a madeleine dipped in tea
stimulated the operation of the involuntary
memory, and brought the past vividly to life in a
sudden revelation. Fortunately, this episode is
near the beginning of his novel of 1.3 million
words, so most readers feel they can exhibit
sufficient street-cred by not going past it.
What is less well-known is that he was an
ardent devotee of the railways which operated
in Normandy, and that they feature vividly in À
La Recherche du Temps Perdu. A whole social
comedy unfolds, and it is charming and
evocative. They are broadly referred to as ‘little
trains’ but there are two kinds of little trains, one
standard-gauge, the other narrow-gauge, and
many readers will not be aware of the
distinctions, especially when they try to match
Proust’s imagined Normandy with the real and
visitable one.
The slang words used for the little train in À
La Recherche are ‘the Twister’ and ‘the Crawler’
and, at one point, Albertine calls it ‘the Tram’.
This is Proust’s description: ‘I went to take the
train on the local light railway, of which I had
picked up, the time before, from Albertine and
her friends all the nicknames current in the
district, where it was known as the Twister
because of its numberless windings, the Crawler
because the train never seemed to move, the
Transatlantic because of a horrible siren which it
sounded to clear people off the line, the
Decauville and the Funi, albeit there was nothing
funicular about it but because it climbed the
cliff, and, although not, strictly speaking, a
Decauville, had a 60cm gauge, the BAG because
it ran between Balbec and Grattevast via
Angerville, the Tram and the TSN because it was
a branch of the Tramways of Southern
Normandy’.
All this said in a drawling, nasal, tone, a
‘juvenile affection of British phlegm’, and
‘without moving a muscle of her face’ – rather as
Nicole Kidman does in every film in which she
appears. The ‘trams’ are not quite what we would
imagine as trams, except that they do go on, or
alongside, roads. They really are more like little

T
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trains. Proust has recorded the measurements of
the track from side to side – 1ft 11in (there’s
realism for you!) The Decauville line was a sort of
prefabricated track on steel sleepers that could
be laid down almost like Meccano or a Hornby
model railway. The company, founded by Paul
Decauville (1846-1922), provided some of the
tracks for the Chemins de Fer de Calvados as
well as some of the locomotives.
The track system was also famously used for
the Maginot line. You can see (on the Charlie
Dean Archives) film of troops laying
prefabricated Decauville tracks during the Great
War. The Chemins de Fer de Calvados was the
most extensive 600mm track in France, running
for 234km.

‘Sans secousse’ (without a jolt or jerk): cartoon
of a little train which captures the Proustian
informality of the scene. La Trinité-Porhoët is in
the heart of Brittany, west of Rennes

LIFE WAS LEISURELY AND RELAXED
Proust – as Thomas Hardy does with his
imagined Wessex – gives fictional names to
many real Norman towns and villages. A whole
imaginary geography spreads out before our
eyes, criss-crossed by these little trains.
Life on the Crawler was leisurely and relaxed,
and quite different from the big pukka express
trains running on the main lines. ‘It was a good
natured, almost human, traveller who, guided
like the bicycle of a beginner by the obliging
signal of the station-master, under the capable
supervision of the engine-driver, was in no
danger of running over anybody, and would
come to a halt at the proper place.’
Even the smoke from the engine is ‘sluggish’
and sits as ‘a not very mobile cloud’ against ‘the
green slope of the cliff of Criquetot.’ Later, the
smoke remains ‘clinging to the flank of the
green slopes’ at Parville. The little train is
‘wheezy’. It is friendly, though, and prompts
‘continual pleasures of sociability’. It goes not
much faster than ‘the pace of a person walking
fairly fast’ and, when people hail passengers
from station waiting rooms, ‘we might almost
have imagined that they were doing so from
their own doorstep from their bedroom
window, as though the little departmental line
had been merely a provincial street.’
You can get an impression of the intense
sociability of the little trains in the photographs
that have survived taken at Préfailles (Loire

‘One of Paul Deacauville’s locomotives, Le Chay,
on Le Tramway de Royan in Nouvelle Aquitaine
Inférieure) and Pontaillac (near Royan).
The little trains were relatively slow, and so
were able, in many instances, such as at Isignysur-Mer, to wander along main streets.
Incidentally, Isigny gave its name to the Disney
family, although you can’t really blame this
Normandy town for that.
Alas, the little trains went out of commission,
and the lines were abandoned in the 1930s and
’40s. All that is left now, to remind us of the
temps perdu, are a few stations, such as the one
at Le Home Varaville, which has the same halftimbering as the Cabourg station.
But change was in the air – which is
represented in À La Recherche. Proust discovered
and fell in love with the car – and its chauffeur –
and took to travelling round Normandy on four
wheels. It was more convenient than the train,
and provided new perspectives on landscapes
and cityscapes. In some of those old
photographs there are cars waiting in the wings
for merciless usurpation. A typical photograph
shows two cars alongside a train at Pont Enault,
between Pont l’Evêque and Authieux-surCalonne. The death warrant is slowly, but
inevitably, being signed. Motor-buses
represented irresistible competition.

The French Railway

ittle trains

Marcel
Proust at
DivesCabourg
station in the
1890s

ng the distance like the note of a bird
hurrying towards the nearest station’

‘The Arrival of the Train’ at Préfailles (Loire-Inférieure) gives an
impression of the elegance and sociability of the little trains

Le Circuit de la Presse (1907) at Pont Enault. A Delaunay-Belleville and a Renault
run alongside a train but competition from cars would prove fatal for the train

The Horsa swing bridge, designed by Gustave Eiffel and built
in 1870, over the River Orne, with a little train running over it

The little train at Isigny-sur-Mer. The loco is a Turbize, built by ANF Blanc-Misseron

It’s sad that these little train lines have
disappeared. Had they survived they would now
be a profitable tourist resource. An indication of
a ‘might have been’ is Le Train du Bas-Berry, a
27km line from Argy to Valençay, in operation
under the supervision of La Société pour
l’Animation du Blanc Argent. Here, where the
line is 1,000mm gauge, we can catch a glimpse
of the lost Proust experience. Other heritage
lines include Tramways de la Sarthe and the
museum at Blonay.

CAPTURE OF THE PEGASUS BRIDGE
Normandy, of course, played its part in the
history of the 20th century when the Allied
invasion liberated France from the Nazis in June
1944. One of the places on the little train line
was absolutely crucial in the campaign: the
capture of the Pegasus Bridge at Bénouville and
the Horsa Bridge at Ranville, to prevent the
enemy reaching the eastern flank of Sword
Beach. The Pegasus Bridge was opened in 1934,
replacing an earlier bridge at Bénouville. It was
renamed as a tribute to the British Parachute
Regiment, whose crest is Bellerophon riding
Pegasus. The Horsa Bridge was renamed as a
tribute to the gliders which transported the

troops to Pegasus Bridge. It was replaced in
1994 by a new bascule bridge, and the old one is
now a museum-piece. The Horsa Bridge, a swing
bridge over the River Orne, was built in 1870 and
dismantled in 1971.
It is worth recalling that one train line played
its part in the Battle of Normandy: the line
from Caen to Courseulles-sur-Mer. This was
standard-gauge, so British trains could run on it.
It still counts, though, as what Proust called ‘a
little train’.
What is the conclusion to all this? It is not
really possible to enter the world of À La
Recherche, any more than it is possible to enter
Hardy’s Wessex, whatever tourist boards might
like to suggest. Too much time has passed. The
photographs of Pegasus Bridge remind us of the
Second World War. And, even in Proust’s own
time, literary tourism was, strictly speaking, not
possible. The best you can hope for is to attempt
to understand the elements that went into its
fictional creation, which means you stand a
chance of creating appropriate images in your
mind’s eye. If you want to go a bit further in
trying to enter something like Proust’s world
there is a famous early Lumière Brothers 50
second film of a train arriving at La Ciotat

(Bouches-du-Rhône) in 1895.
And, finally, do we regret the disappearance
of the little trains? Not entirely. When we look at
photographs of the tramway in the narrow
streets of St-Romain-en-Colbosc, a little town
just east of Le Havre, we become aware of the
intrusion of what was then a noisy and polluting
mode of transport.

CLEANER COLLECTIVE TRANSPORT
Have we heard the last word, though? This is
how an essay by Erick Mouton on the little trains
of Royan concludes: ‘Shouldn’t it be possible to
install a new system of tramway on our Côte de
Beauté when we have ceased to be used to the
dominance of the car and when pollution will
force us to accept the employment of a cleaner,
collective transport?’!
Further reading: Remembrance of Things
Past by Marcel Proust, translated by CK
Scott Moncrieff and Terence Kilmartin
(Penguin, 1983) is a good text. Minor
Railways of France by WJK Davies
(Plateway Press, 2000) is very detailed
with hundreds of photographs.
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Agenda

Lost in the line of duty
Driver assessor MICK
HUMPRHYS, who is often
described as an ex-1A
Euston driver, especially
at 1A reunions, and is chair of our Euston
branch, pays tribute with DAVE CALFE,
ASLEF’s executive committee member for
District 6, to the train drivers who have
died on the footplate in Britain
C PRESIDENT Dave Calfe and I have put
together a document listing, in
chronological order, footplate crew
who have, sadly, lost their lives due to accidents
whilst carrying out their duties on the railway.
Inspired by the Hixon and other memorials
erected to ensure their names are not forgotten,
we hope our small effort goes some way in
doing the same. A short note has been added to
some of the accidents anniversary dates in the
2022 ASLEF diary.
Whilst doing the research, reading through
extensive BR archives, I became profoundly
aware of how so much has changed over the
decades; but, also, how some things are very
much still the same. The job of a train driver is,
and has always been, a highly skilled one and,
although the practical physical element has, in
many cases, been reduced, a different skill set is
now required.
A mantra I state to new trainee drivers is,
‘What makes our job of driving trains so hard is
because, at times, it can seem so easy’. I was
reminded, recently, by Nick Westcott, operations
director at Avanti West Coast, that when
accompanying visitors in the cab and watching
an expert driver’s seemingly effortless control of
his train he recounts the other mantra, that
‘drivers are not only paid for what they do, but
for what they know’!
With my form of driving primarily dealing
with 125mph class 1 trains, running under green
signals, with prolonged periods of time with
apparently very little to do, a friend and
colleague, Stuart Hammond (a long serving
health & safety rep) offered another piece of
advice, speaking of how, whilst in the chair, his
regular eye sweep of all the train systems and
controls ‘reminds me that I’m actually driving a
train at 125mph’. My colleagues on intense
commuter and freight services face the
challenges that these types of workings present,
ie multiple stopping services or long heavy
freight trains, both often with the additional
workload of driver only operation.
We adopt our own methods to maintain the
huge levels of concentration required to safely
transport our passengers or goods, each and
every time, to mitigate against the ever present
danger of that split-second loss of concentration,
and the consequences that could result.
Although not the greatest fan of buzz words and
fancy phrases, one I am on board with is
‘situational awareness’ which describes what we
must maintain, not letting that idle irrelevant

Mick was born to be
a driver – his father
Dave, grandfather
George, and greatgrandfather
Augustus all
worked on the
railway

E
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thought or distraction work its way to the front
of our brain.
We also, of course, have to deal with the fact
that our whole way of life must adapt to
constant shift work to enable us to carry out our
driving role. We must try and sleep when we are
not tired; eat when not hungry; and be prepared
for long periods unable to leave the controls.
Another career-long friend, Eddie Darvesh,
whilst being treated for a serious medical
condition showed a copy of his roster to his
consultant; after looking at it for a couple of
minutes the shocked specialist said, ‘as a train
driver you don’t work shift work – you work shift
work on steroids!’

‘

‘We must try and sleep when we are not tired’

Regardless of the form of traction we are
driving we all face constant in-depth monitoring
of our driving skills and actions, with multiple
forms of cameras, on-train data recorders,
extremely accurate train monitoring systems,
and instant notification from numerous sources
of any mistake or error, not least any other
railway employee observing us and, indeed,
passengers on our trains.
We must prove our skills, as we always have
done, and maintain exceptional levels of
competency on every turn of duty. We have an
error threshold of near zero and, as in the past
when drivers said, ‘We cannot put our mistakes
in the wastepaper bin or Tipp-Ex them out’,
today we know we have no delete button.
In compiling the list (an extract is published
on these pages) I became acutely aware of just
how many accidents resulted in rules being
amended or corrected and advances in even
basic simple technology being implemented.
The old adage ‘We learn from our mistakes’
combined to bring about the introduction of
further safeguards. An example was when, on 8
November 1952, the 21:46 Ascot to Guildford
service, formed of a 1937 2-BIL EMU driven by
62-year-old Driver (Motorman) H Tullet, suffered
brake failure due to loss of main air supply after a

compressor fuse rupture and was in a collision
with a light steam engine. It seems inconceivable
now but these units were not built with a low
main air guvnor fitted. The investigating officer,
Brigadier CA Langley, after criticizing Motorman
Tullet for not observing the dimly lit duplex air
gauge, recommended the fitment of such
control guvnors stating, ‘The provision of this
additional safeguard should ensure that an
accident of this type cannot happen again’.
Motorman Tullet was unable to defend his
actions having been killed in the accident!
Another example, in the same year, was the
horrific Harrow and Wealdstone accident on 8
October when the up Perth sleeper service failed
to act at a distant signal and SPADed two home
signals. Patchy fog was definitely a factor as
fogsignalmen working (the provision of a
detonator being placed by hand on the rail
should a distant signal be at caution during fog)
was withdrawn only nine minutes previously as
visibility had improved enough to conform to
the rule. The Perth express, driven by Driver R
Jones with his fireman C Turnock, ran into a
stationary Tring to Euston local service in the
platform, and almost immediately after a down
Liverpool service ran into the resulting
wreckage. 112 people lost their lives. No AWS
system was in operation at the time.
The Western region did have automatic train
control developed over previous years by the
GWR and the forerunner of AWS, whilst the
London Midland were trailing the contactless
AWS more similar in use to the systems later
adopted and in use to this day. Lieutenant
Colonel GRS Wilson, the investigating officer,
after first stating ‘The very occasional failures
which have occured give no grounds for loss of
confidence in British railway engine drivers as a
whole’, highly recommended the speeding up
and implementation of a robust and fully
developed AWS/ATC system!
On 18 May 1969 a low-speed collision with
fatal consequences brought about a rulebook
change when Driver W Brown lost his life whilst
driving his Class 50 locomotive on the 22:15

Deaths in Service

FOOTPLATE FATALITES
DATE

LOCATION

23/01/1948 London Bridge

Euston to Glasgow. His train was permitted in
the rules to assist the failed 21:30 Euston to
Inverness service, which had slipped to a stand
near the top of Beattock summit, in the rear
without being coupled on to. The Glasgow
consist with the Beattock pilot engine attached
on the rear pushed the struggling Inverness up
the steep embankment, the Inverness managed
to pull away from its assistance, creating a gap of
several yards until it suddenly stopped dead
once more.
Unfortunately, Driver Brown was unable to
stop in time and collided with the rear of the
Inverness at approximately 10mph. Despite this
relatively slow speed, damage was sufficient to
cause Driver Brown and his second man R Lunny
to become trapped in their cab, with Driver
Brown very sadly passing away before he could
be cut free. Major P Olver concluded that the
instruction concerning assisting was not
comprehensive and unclear; he was, however,
pleased that a new rule ‘179a’ had already been
implemented clearly stating that in such
circumstances the assisting train must be
coupled to the failed train.

‘

NAME

AGE

GRADE

E.J Watson
B.H Peddleson

54
45

Driver
Motorman
Passed Fireman

23/10/1950

Kirkbride

T.W Jackson
K. Peason

08/10/1952

Harrow

Robert S Jones
Colin Turnock
Albert Perkins

08/11/1952

Guildford

09/02/1957 Chapel-EnLe-Firth

DEPOT

Driver
Fireman

Canal Motive
Power

43
23
51

Driver
Fireman
Driver

Crewe Nth
Shed“
Edge Hill

H. Tullett

62

Driver
(Motorman)

John Axon G.C

57

Driver

Edgeley

01/04/1960

Herne Hill
Sorting services

E. Farnam

Driver
(Motorman)

03/06/1964

Bradford
Exchange

J.A Smith

06/01/1968

Hixon

18/05/1969

Beattock

W. Brown

28/02/1975

Moorgate

L.B Newson

56

Motorman

19/12/1978

Hassocks

Ron Jeﬀord

46

Driver

Brighton

Driver
Driver’s Assistant

Dundee

58

Driver

Crewe

John Philip Rolls
Arthur George 48
Creech
(Travelling as a
passenger in Poole
service)
David Rees
31
Brian Barton

Driver
“

63

Stanley Turner 492
Frank Toghill 849
John Artkinson

uThis chart offers a snapshot of a few of the
entries that Mick and Dave have made on their
document listing, in chronological order, the
fatalities on the footplate in Britain. You can
find their full list at aslef.org.uk/footplatefatalities or get a copy from Mick by emailing
mhumphrys62@gmail.com
Mick and Dave are not claiming it is
complete and would be glad to hear from
anyone who can help by adding information.

22/10/1979 Invergowie

Euston
“
Longsite

Driver

19/09/1986

Colwich

12/12/1988

Clapham

15/10/1994

Cowden

05/10/1999 Ladbroke Grove

Robert Duncan
William Hume

Eric Goode

Brian Cooper

52

Michael Hodder 31
28/02/2001

Great Heck

John Weddle
Stephen Dunn

Driver
“

Driver
“

47
39

Driver
“

12/08/2020 Stonehaven Brett McCullough 45

Driver

EMU

08:05 Seaford to London Bridge SPAD then
head on collision with stationary Newcross
Gate ECS Service

Class J3964880

13:15 Carlisle to Silloth derailed and engine
overturned due to poor condition of track

Class 8P 46242 20:15 Perth to Euston missed distant signals
and SPAD, then run into stationary 0731 local
Class 6P 45637 service from Tring to Euston. 08:00 Euston to
Liverpool service run into the resulting
wreckage
EMU 2-BIL
2133
Class 700
30693
Class 8F
48188

21:46 Ascot to Guildford in collision with light
engine due to loss of main air pressure due to
compressor fuse blowing and resulted in
brake failure
11:05 Buxton to Arpley freight train suﬀered
a fractured steam pipe to the brake on engine
preventing crew being able to stop

DMUM51944 16:25 Manchester to Leeds SPAD then in a
head on collision with stationary steam
engine at head of parcels train
AL 1
(Class81)
E3009
“
Class 50

11:30 Manchester to Euston service in a
collision with a transformer at a level crossing

22:15 Euston to Glasgow service in a rear end
collision whilst assisting failed 21:30 Euston
to Inverness

Drayton Park Train 272 1938 08:39 Drayton Park to Moorgate service failed
Stock11175 to stop at terminus and run into a dead end
bay

‘An extremely safe method of travel’

Over the previous decades, indeed centuries,
the railway with the introduction of rule and
regulations changes and new safeguarding
technology combined with the drivers’
continued professionalism have made the
railway an extremely safe method of travel and
we all wish to keep and remain safe!
We are acutely aware that this accident list is
in no way comprehensive and other footplate
crew have very sadly lost their lives whilst
carrying out their duties, but only accidents
where official documents and reports that could
be found and accessed were added to the
compilation. It is, however, made in memory of
all who have lost their lives in the line of duty on
the railway…

DETAILS

EMU
06:14 Down electric Holborn Viaduct to West
Class 0-6-0 Croydon in a head on collision with stationary
Steam Engine steam engine

Driver

Driver
Secondman
Driver

TRACTION

Class 4
214-CIG 7365
Class 4
204-BIG 7037
Class 4747208

21:40 Victoria to Littlehampton service SPAD
an unlit signal and then had a rear collision
with 21:50 Victoria to Brighton service

1A25 09:35 Glasgow to Aberdeen service
SPAD partially faulty signal then in a rear end
collision with failed in section 2L31 08.44
Glasgow to Dundee service.
Class 8686211 1A76 17:20 Liverpool to Euston collided with
1H20 17:00 Euston to Manchester which had
SPAD at Colwich obstructing the Junction
4-REP 2003 2 X 06:30 Poole to Waterloo service rear collision
4-TC8027 8015 after passing a defective signal with 07:18
Basingstoke to Waterloo service, an empty
Waterloo to Haselmere service run into the
resulting wreckage

Norwood
“

Class 205
205029
205018

2E24 08.04 Oxted to Uckfield and 2E27 08.00
Uckfield to Oxted involved in a head on
collision due to 2E27 SPAD onto a single line

Paddington Class 253 HST 1K20 08:06 Paddington to Bedwyn and 1A09
FGW
43011 43018 Cheltenham to Paddington involved in a
Paddington
Class 365 head on collision due to 1K20 SPAD at an at
Thames trains
risk signal SN109
Newcastle
DVT
1F23 04:45 Newcastle to Kings Cross service
8222166521 struck a car which had careered oﬀ motorway
down an embankment. 1F23 derailed into
the path of 6G34 05:00 Freightliner service
from Immingham to Ferrybridge
Aberdeen Class 253 HST 06:38 Aberdeen to Glasgow service struck at
landslide and derailed

This is just a sample and an extract. A comprehensive list can be found on the ASLEF website...
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Branch Lines

Should auld acquaintance
be forgot and never
brought to mind…
E HAD our
annual Auld
Man’s Do for
retired drivers,
coupled with a
postponed
celebration of the
centenary of our
branch, on Friday 12
November. Our chair,
Stuart Williamson,
welcomed all who
attended, and drivers
Brian Pratt, Dougie
Smith, George
Beattie, and Drew
Jackson, all recently
retired, were
presented with their
retirement
certificates, along
with Davie Mortlock
who graced us with
his presence to
receive his certificate
six years after retiring.
(You see, it’s never
too late!)
We also presented
long service badges
to RMS members
Yvonne Reid (30
years) and Charlie
Gemmell, who was
very surprised at
getting his 30 year
badge because he
wasn’t aware that, by
being a member of
the RMS, you still
qualify for service.

W

We also presented
badges to Pat
O’Rourke (20 years);
RMS member Tam
Yates (30); Paul
Patmore and Gary
Hart (35); David
Bowie and Rab
Wicksted (40). Some
of these badges
should have been
presented last year
but, due to covid,
they had to wait, as
do others awaiting
their service badges
that will be given to
local reps asap.
Our centenary
celebration had to be
postponed from
2020, due to covid
restrictions, but
during the double
celebrations
everyone had a
fantastic night.
Speeches were given
by GS Mick Whelan,
EC member Jim
Baxter, and recently
re-elected District 2
Officer Kevin Lindsay,
along with newlyelected DO4, Nigel
Roebuck, lead officer
for LNER. Also in
attendance were
RMS committee
members Les Muir
from King’s Cross

Dougie Smith presented with retirement cert
Mick, Stuart, Rab, Nigel, Kevin and Jim

Gary Hart 35 years

Paul Patmore (35)

George Beattie with retirement certificate

Brian Pratt with retirement certificate
Tam Yates 30 years

Yvonne Reid 30 years

Pat O’Rourke (20)

Dave Bowie 30 years

branch and John
Scott from Gateshead
& Newcastle, along
with LNER DCC Paul
Basham from
Gateshead &
Newcastle. Special
mention must be
made of RMS
committee member
Ray Jackson, who
attends every year,

Drew Jackson presented with retirement cert

Charlie Gemmell (30)
but who,
unfortunately,
couldn’t make our
night due to illness.
Rab Wicksted
Edinburgh No 2

Davie Mortlock with retirement certificate

Banbury
crossed
A great afternoon and evening
was had by all at the Banbury
branch meeting on Friday 12
November. There was a
presentation to former District
7 Organiser Brian Corbett and a
number of badge
presentations, which included
me being presented with my 45
year badge. The badges were
presented by EC7 Andy Hudd
and DO7 Steve Austin (with
Brian joining in!)
James D Browne Banbury 103
branch h&s rep
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All change at Chiltern Railways’
Banbury depot as members say
goodbye to Brian Corbett and
hello to Steve Austin

Branch Lines

Badges, blether
and a bottle of
Buckfast wine
On Sunday 21 November Airdrie and
Bathgate branches held their
inaugural badges and blether meeting at
Airdrie Working Men’s Club. This was our
first in-person get together since covid
restrictions were revised in Scotland. We
had the great pleasure of our general
secretary Mick Whelan, lead officer Kevin
Lindsay, and executive committee
member Jim Baxter being in attendance.
After opening remarks the chair invited
Mick to address the attendees and he gave
a comprehensive update on the state of
affairs regarding the railways UK-wide
after the initial covid lockdown and
gradual reopening. After a question and
answer session Kevin updated us on the
situation on ScotRail including A Vision for
Scotland’s Railways, a report compiled in
conjunction with the RMT, TSSA, and
Unite. There followed a lively discussion
regarding the Strathclyde manning
agreement. Finally Jim gave us an update
on the decisions that the EC had taken
during the pandemic.
After taking questions Mick had the
pleasure of presenting long service
badges to Matt Smith (5 years), Derek
Beattie, Derek Fisher, Stuart Kane, Paul
Morris, and Gus Munro (all 15 years) and
then a very well deserved retirement
certificate to Davy Gilchrist.
Airdrie and Bathgate branches would
like to say thanks to Mick, Kevin, and Jim
for giving up their time on a Sunday to
attend and make our inaugural event such
a great success. As a token of our
appreciation Mick was presented with a
bottle of the west of Scotland’s favourite
tonic wine to savour!
Ivan Wilson Airdrie 276 branch chair and
Fraser Coats Bathgate 018 branch chair

Upcoming Events
n ASHFORD: THURSDAY 6 JANUARY
‘Come along and join in the fun!’ says
Steve ‘Grudd’ Gurdler. From 11.00 at
Ashford Railway Club.

n RIPPLE LANE: FRIDAY 4 FEBRUARY
Our next social gathering will take place at
The Windmill near Upminster Bridge
station from 13.00 and everybody is
welcome. Cliff Blackwell RMS.

n BRIGHTON & SUSSEX:
TUESDAY 3 MAY
The annual Brighton & Sussex branches
informal social afternoon for all ASLEF
members (past & present) starts at 14.00
at the Brighton Railway Club, Belmont, off
Dyke Road, Brighton, BN1 3TF. ‘ASLEF
members from other branches will also be
made very welcome,’ says Paul Edwards
(07402 478278).

n RAMSGATE: THURSDAY 7 APRIL
‘Glad to confirm that the Ramsgate
railway reunion will be held from 11.00 at
the Red Arrows Club,’ says Grudd.

n TONBRIDGE: THURSDAY 7 JULY
Railway reunion from 11.00 at the New
Telegraph Club, Priory Road, Tonbridge,
Kent, TN9 2AS.

Pompey chimes

The smiles, the
laughter, the
comradeship (and a
bottle of Buckfast)

Thanks to everybody
who managed to
attend this year’s
reunion after we had
to cancel last year’s
event because of
covid. It was really
great to see everyone
again and, with some
new faces as well,
everybody enjoyed
themselves. Thanks
to Portsmouth Rail
Social Club for
hosting the event
and to members of
the Fratton depot
special fund and
ASLEF local reps for

Fratton train crew
reunion 2021
making this year’s
reunion a success.
Gary White Fratton
train crew depot
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Points & Crossings

Hail oh mighty
Link One Man
TONY WOOD, a train driver for 25 years,
and a member of ASLEF for all that time,
is also an author and passionate
skateboarder. His first piece about ‘a
semi-fictitious character simply called
Driver’ appeared in the October edition
of the Journal . Here is a second story…
HE lifeless
lumpen
form looked
beaten. Beaten by
years of hard toil and
late nights. The eyes
were squeezed
tightly shut and the
deep dark rings were
etched into the bags
beneath them.
Several days stubble
clung to the pale face
and bits of chips and
milk played amongst
the hairs, rejoicing in
their escape from
what, only hours
before, had seemed
certain consumption.
Driver
approached the
figure cautiously, not
wanting to startle the
Link Oner less he
awoke in a fury of old
tales. At the sound of
Driver’s squeaky
shoes the ragcovered bundle
stirred. Driver froze.
Perhaps he could
confront Roster on

T

his own. No! No, be
brave, he assured
himself. With a
sudden mighty fart
the Ancient BR Man
was awake! Driver
reeled backwards
and took a defensive
position behind a
broken, but not
broken enough to
discard, chair and
brandished his
weapon, a travel cup.
‘Hail oh mighty
Link One Man, Lord
of Cover, Master of
the Old Tales, and
Keeper of the Tuck
Shop Keys. I come in
peace, seeking only
to hear your wisdom.
Cup of tea?’ said
Driver, proffering his
travel cup as a sign of
solidarity.
‘What’s the ruddy
time?’ coughed
Ancient BR Man.
‘’Tis the time of
the second spare
man and the hour of
calling control is

Tony Wood dreams up another adventure for Driver
upon you to beseech
them release from
your position,’ replied
Driver as he made his
way to the kettle.
Ancient BR Man
grunted his approval
at the tea and,
removing one
mighty smelly foot
from the chair,
beckoned for Driver
to sit. ‘I’m ruddy
knackered, boy, I can
tell ya. This roster’s
ruddy killin’ me.
Weren’t like this in
the days of British
Rail.’
At the mention of
the grand old
company both men
chanted
simultaneously ‘Bless
BR’ before the
Ancient continued,
‘Back then we used
to get a decent ruddy
night’s kip and if we
ruddy never then we
used to just kip in the
ruddy brake van.’
Driver had heard
of the legendary

brake vans but didn’t
really know – or care
– what they were. He
knew he had to steer
the conversation
away from the old
company before he
was buried beneath
an endless tirade of
tiresome nonsense
about pubs at every
station and booking
a dozen.
‘Oh Ancient one,
do you know
anything about this
new roster?’
The old man was
suddenly quiet. He
scratched his testicles
for a bit and farted
noisily again. He
attempted to deflect
the question with a
questionable joke
but Driver persisted.

ON THE 12TH DAY
OF CHRISTMAS
‘Is there anyone I
could talk to about it
or is it covered in...’
Driver paused at
the withering look
from the BR refugee.
The old man didn’t
speak but his tired
eyes seemed to plead
for pity. Please don’t
speak those words,
they implored.
Please.
But Driver needed
to know. He cleared
his throat as the old
man coughed up a
lung and spoke the
unspeakable.
‘Is it covered in
standing orders?’

On the twelfth day of
Christmas the railway
gave to me:
12 coaches sliding
11 guards a leaping
10 punters moaning
9 hour jobs
8 solid weeks
7 days on straight
6 cups of tea
5 minute PNB
4 failed to call
3 wrong routes
2 stop shorts
And a dirty great plan
just for me!
l Procrastiskate by
Tony Wood (Stour
Valley Publishing,
£7.99) is available
now from
www.shookbop.com

From Bollywood to Battersea

Got to go motorbike ridin’
Seeing the picture – under the headline ‘Celebrating solidarity’ – in
Branch Lines (Journal, December) reminds me that there were
some real characters at Manchester Piccadilly. Jimmy Winning once
told Ron Cocksey to jump on the back of his motorbike for a lift
home at 4am, following a five hour session. Ron got on back to
front and stayed that way for 10 miles. Jimmy was the last driver to
leave Ardwick West yard; I was his guard. Immense times…
Mel Thorley RMS Longsight

QUOTE…
‘If scrapping part of HS2 really were part of a coherent plan to
create a fast, electric, frequent rail service between cities of the
north, then it would be a good idea. But planning, coherent, and
strategic are not words one associates with this government’
– Christian Wolmar BBC Radio London

…UNQUOTE
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One fine day I was led astray and my old man said as he shook his head

Battersea branch held its annual beer & badges night on Monday 22
November. The general secretary presented a number of long service
badges to members, including Ian Brett (15 years); Steve Murrey (20);
Paul Masters (25); Pasquale Luongo (30); and Keith Pier (40). A
retirement presentation was made to John Colvill who retired on
Monday 6 December after 32 years on the railway including five years
as Victoria Central LSR. Special thanks to GS Mick Whelan who made the
presentations and especially for making such a great effort to attend by
rushing back from a meeting in Scotland, with his suitcase in tow, also
to EC1 Marz Colombini and Southern/Gatwick Express and
Southeastern company councils.
Pas Luongo Battersea 019 branch secretary

Obituaries

MOHAMMAD AKRAM
FIRST CLASS DRIVER
T IS my sad duty to report the
passing of Driver Mohammad
Akram, who passed away in service,
and returned to Allah, on Friday 29 October.
Akram began his railway career in 1977 as a
guard at Saltley before transferring to the
grade of second man in 1979 and then
gaining promotion to driver.
Like many drivers during the upheaval of
privatisation he opted to transfer from
Saltley to Birmingham New Street but I
vividly recall that, whenever I saw Akram at
Birmingham, he would always ask after the
health and wellbeing of the men still left at
Saltley.
Akram was a first class driver who was
always immaculately turned out for duty
and always more than happy to pass his
railway knowledge on to the next
generation of drivers.
His daughter shared these poignant
words: ‘He was the kindest, strongest, and
most generous man who maintained his
dignity until the end. Our hearts are
broken.’ Rest in peace, Akram.
Jason Hickling Saltley 023 branch
reporter

I

The young driver; Mohammad in his prime;
and (below left) with the knowledge and
experience to pass on to others

TERRY BALL
REAL FOOTPLATE MAN
With real sadness I report the loss of Terry Ball,
a loco man from the Moston area, within
walking time to the Dean Lane loco shed
where he started his footplate career until the
move of footplate staff to Manchester Victoria
where he stayed until retirement. Terry was a
mild mannered real footplate man, who was
found easy to work with by all grades, and a
devoted family man with whom our thoughts
are at this sad time. RIP Terry.
JM Black

Beer & badges
in Abertawe
Many thanks to GS Mick Whelan
and DO7 Steve Austin for
attending Swansea High Street’s
AGM where we had a few
presentations and a fantastic
opportunity for the members to
question the general secretary
and district organiser on what’s
happening across the country and
where we think we’ll be this time
next year. Covid has taken its toll,
but it was great to see such a
good turnout for the branch AGM;
and good to catch up with a
couple of our retired members
who we’ve not been able to see
since before the start of the
pandemic.
David Jones Swansea High
Street 114 branch secretary

A chance for general secretary Mick Whelan to catch up with colleagues and retired friends in Abertawe

Luking for Francis

Tony Griffiths

Paul Abraham and John Griffiths

Hornby hit by supply chain problems
Hornby, the iconic model railway company, says supply chain problems has hit
its bottom line. The firm, which is based in Margate, Kent, and also owns
Scalextric, Corgi, and Airfix, has moved most of its manufacturing off-shore and
is now suffering as a result. Lyndon Davies, CEO, says shipping times have
doubled to 70 days since Brexit, and costs have soared. Revealing financial
figures for the six months to the end of September, a pre-tax profit of £17,000
in 2020 turned into a loss of £700,000 in 2021.

Further to the report
by Paul Miles, of
Westbury branch,
and that picture of
him (Journal,
December) with
YouTube sensation
Francis Bourgeois, it
transpires that
TikTok’s favourite
trainspotter’s real
name is Luke Magnus
Nicolson. The 21year-old Nottingham
University student
appears to have
borrowed his nom de
plume – or nom de
guerre – from Sir
Peter Francis Lewis
Bourgeois, a
landscape painter

Francis on the Luke
out (sorry, look out)
for locomotives
and art dealer, whose
collection formed the
basis of the Dulwich
Picture Gallery in
south London, and
who was, for 17
years, a painter at the
court of Mad King
George III.
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Letters

Join the conversation! Send
your letters by email to
journal@aslef.org.uk or by
Royal Mail to the ASLEF
Journal at 77 St John Street,
Clerkenwell,
London,
EC1M 4NN

With a hell of a shout, it’s
‘out, brothers, out!’ O you
don’t get me, I’m part of
the union, ’til the day I die

The badge the Lost Boys
commissioned to commemorate the ’82
strike and the framed proof presented to
the Buckton family
As we begin 2022 I’d like to remind members
that it’s the 40th anniversary this year of the
1982 ASLEF industrial dispute which
commenced with Tuesday and Thursday
strikes and culminated with the two week
strike in July 1982.
The LDC/Admin of the driver’s
assistant/second man group Lost Boys 68-88
are very pleased and proud to announce the
production and release of a badge to
commemorate the 1982 strike.
We are very grateful to the Buckton family
for allowing the use of the Buckton name and
special thanks to ASLEF general secretary Mick
Whelan and executive committee president
Dave Calfe for allowing ASLEF to be
incorporated on the badge.
The badge, which will be issued to each

Classified Advertisements
Lost Boy who was there in 1982, and who, of
course, supported ASLEF during the dispute,
has the words Lost Boys 68-88, Buckton’s Boys,
ASLEF, the year 1982, and the lighted flame of
our trade union.
We presented the proof design of our
badge to the Buckton family, proud today as
we were then to be Buckton’s Boys.
Nick Edwards Lost Boys 68-88 chair and
WR Supervisors 273 branch secretary

Steam locos and overhead
wires on electrified lines
I have seen video footage of what appears to
be contact made between the tender of steam
locomotive 6233 and the overhead wires in
the Birmingham area. I do not know who was
on the footplate, but I feel it is now time for a
ruling.
Persons travelling on the footplate of a
steam locomotive on an electrified main line,
whether light engine, attached to a support
coach, hauling empty stock, or a passenger
train, should be restricted to men and women
who work, or have worked, full time either
under the overhead system or above the third
rail. No drivers or firepersons, whether
currently working for a TOC or retired, who
have had no experience of working electrified
lines should be allowed on electrified sections.
No volunteer train crew from preserved
railways, if not employed full time in a rail
capacity and working electrified lines. No
guests, unless in possession of a current track
safety card issued by one of main TOCs upon
which it states competency to work on
electrified lines.
None of us knows how much longer steam
traction will be allowed to operate on the
main line. However, it may only take one train
crew fatality to restrict the charter trains to
non-electrified sections of the network. With
the extension of the electrified system still
ongoing, this would present far more
problems to organisers than it did when steam
returned in 1972. No London terminii, no East
Coast, no West Coast, including Crewe as a
starting point for the Shrewsbury and
Holyhead routes, and no GWR main line.
Toughen up, or the safe enjoyment for
competent train crew, passengers and
linesiders will be lost forever, never to return.
Mel Thorley, retired driver, who worked on
overhead and third rail main lines from
1989 to 2009

NORWICH MARK 50 INCREDIBLE YEARS!
At our last branch meeting of the year it was
apt that we had several recently retired
members present as it was a special occasion
for Derek Pears who was presented with his
medallion for an incredible 50 years as a ASLEF
member; a great achievement! Barry Paterson,
too, who told us he’d been waiting for his
retirement certificate for five years! Thankfully,
surname spelt correctly! And Steve Wright.
Thanks to branch secretary Paul Green for framing the certificates and organizing the food
and Chris Pearson for contacting the recently retired. All in all, a great branch meeting!
Eddie Kerrison Norwich 146 branch chair
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RAILWAY SERVICE Throughout
the pandemic railway workers have
played their part in keeping this
country moving. Retired Barnham
driver Bob Dorkings and Par driver
Paul Edwards have produced a covid service badge
in nine versions: BR red; BR blue; BR black;
Eastern Region blue; Midland Region maroon;
North-Eastern Region orange; Southern Region
green; Scottish Region light blue; and Western
Region brown. Each badge costs £5 (plus £2.50
p&p) from rdorkings@yahoo.com or
paul.edwards1962@sky.com

KEYWORKER badge to recognise
the hard work of all railway and
other keyworkers this year. £5 plus
£1 p&p from Fiona Lumsden (MTR
Elizabeth line and Paddington
branch). Please email georgiaf44@hotmail.com

DARLINGTON 125th
anniversary badge 1895-2020.
All badges individually
numbered. £6.50 inc p&p.
Please contact branch secretary
John Clark by email at johnclark162@gmail.com

NORWOOD depot special pin badges
including Cowden 25th anniversary.
£3 each or £5 the pair (inc p&p).
Proceeds to Norwood Drivers’ Social
Club. Email Stuart Boxall at
stuboxall@gmail.com

THE KING’S CROSS STORY
by Peter Darley (The History
Press, £20) as featured on the
centre pages of the January
Journal. Buy it direct from the
Camden Railway Heritage Trust at a discounted
price of £15 inc p&p; email Darleyp@aol.com or
phone 020 7586 6632 for details. ‘All income from
sales goes to the trust,’ says Peter.

PORTSMOUTH and ISLE
OF WIGHT branch 164 has
struck a new badge for
active and retired members.
Set of two £12 plus £1.20 postage; email
wdrailbadgeinfo@gmail.com

HANDMADE miniature driver’s
keys to wear as a charm or round
the neck. Solid silver and solid 9ct
gold weighing approximately 7 grams. Just over
2cm in length and just under 2cm width. Gold
£300, silver £100 + £7 p&p recorded delivery.
Contact Brad McCarthy on 07929 350146.
AIRDRIE has produced a badge to
commemorate its reopening as a
separate branch. £6.50 inc p&p. Please
contact branch chair Ivan Wilson
(07949 862393) for details.

CASH paid for original pre 90s
railway photographic slides or
negatives. Please contact GBRf
Tonbridge driver (and railwayana collector) John
Waddington at johnwaddo@yahoo.com

PERTH branch badge to
commemorate 110 years (19082018). £6 plus £1 p&p. Cheques
payable to Perth branch ASLEF No
134 General. Please contact branch
secretary Grant Murchie for details on 07412
453454 or grantmu32@btinternet.com

To advertise please phone 020 7324 2400
or send an email to journal@aslef.org.uk

Smokebox

Ker-ching!
There’s a nifty little song in
the musical Evita, sung by
Antonio Banderas in the film,
called And the Money Kept
Rolling In about the
shameless corruption of Juan and Eva
Perón. GREGOR GALL, an affiliate
research associate at the University of
Glasgow, and editor of the Scottish Left
Review, looks at the lessons the Tories
have learned from the Perónistas
HEN it comes to sleaze, the Tories
have ‘form’, as they say. Without going
back to the point when the modern
Conservative Party was formed, in 1912, let’s
remind ourselves of some relatively recent
examples.
The term ‘cash for questions’ was coined
when the odious and arrogant MP Neil
Hamilton was exposed by The Guardian in
1994 for taking money from a lobbyist to ask
questions in Parliament on behalf of
Mohamed Al-Fayed, the owner of the Harrods
department store in London. This led to
several reviews and inquiries after which the
rules were supposed to be tightened up to
prevent private, outside, interests getting in
the way of Parliamentary democracy.

Nice’n’sleazy: Owen
Paterson, Matt
Hancock (with a
picture of his mate’s
pub on his wall
before his team
told him to take it
down) and Antonio
Banderas

W

‘

‘Matt Hancock gave a lucrative PPE
contract to a pal down the pub’

Before the next big Tory sleaze scandal
occured, there were many mini ‘cash for
honours’ scandals. Some of the worst
subsequent examples include the allocation of
PPE contracts to friends of Tory ministers
without going through due diligence and
competitive tendering processes.
One such case surrounded Matt Hancock,
when he was Health Secretary, who gave the
contract to a pal down the pub. (We covered
this brazen ‘new chumocracy’ in the Journal in
March last year).
Then, not long before the festive fortnight,
Father Christmas did not deliver for one Tory
MP, namely, Owen Paterson. Paterson was
doing so much moonlighting for a couple of
private companies that the light of the magical
moon exposed him so much that he was
forced to resign as an MP. BoJo tried to save
him by changing the Parliamentary process for
regulating outside interests but, after an
outcry, had to admit, ‘On a clear day, I crashed
the car into a ditch’ given the stink that hung
over his attempt to get his Brexit buddy off
the hook.
Then there was Sir Geoffrey Cox QC who
spent more time working for the government
of the British Virgin Islands – to defend it from

fraud allegations by the UK government! –
than he did on his own constituency work.
And, from his extra-curricular activities, he was
coining ten times his MP’s salary.
Something of a pattern seems to be
emerging here, methinks. The old adage,
‘money begets money’, comes to mind. In
other words, those who are already rich and
powerful have more opportunity than most to
enrich themselves further.
There is no defence for any of this,
including the stupendously stupid idea that
paying MPs more would disincline them from
undertaking outside work or engaging in such
nefarious practices.

‘

‘The riches accrued are ill-gotten gains’

But, for anyone on the left, there is a bigger
problem. Such sleaze is not actually the
manifest problem. Indeed, it is a sideshow.
When or if it is cleaned up, or banned, it would
still not make the capitalist system we live
under fair. And yet such scandals are
commonly perceived as the problem.
Because the riches accrued are ill-gotten
gains, not achieved through hard work or
merit. Therefore, the logic runs, if everything
was based on meritocracy and some notion of
what constitutes ‘decent hard work’ then all
would be fine and dandy in the Western world.
Meritocracy is based upon the foundation
stone of equality of opportunity for all. Those
who rise to the top do so through hard work,
enterprise, initiative, and talent, making their
position at the top acceptable and fair.
Conversely, those at the bottom are there
because they have shown no willingness to
work hard and show little or no enterprise,
initiative, and talent.
The Achilles’ heel of this argument is that
equality of opportunity operates on an
existing terrain of inequality of outcomes
under our system. You cannot make a silk

purse out of a sow’s ear.
And to forget this is to forget that it is
precisely those who can (and will) benefit
most from ‘the opportunity’ who are already
better placed to take advantage of it. Whether
that is being able to afford to go to university,
getting into one of the ‘better’ universities,
being able to work for an unpaid internship, or
having family connections that help you land
that important first job (which won’t be
flipping burgers in McDonald’s or delivering
pizzas for Domino’s).
Meritocracy is a rather clever subterfuge
which masks an endemic and, thus far,
unending system of exploitation. Those with
capital – whether from land, factories for
manufacturing, or the provision of services –
hire and fire those without capital. As Karl
Marx was often wont to say: ‘Workers have
nothing to sell but their labour’. They certainly
don’t have valuable family heirlooms, trusts, or
sinecures to fall back on if they can’t or won’t
sell their labour.
And, of course, they don’t have the capital
with which to hire other workers.

‘

‘Let’s not forget the bigger picture’

So it’s good, necessary, and welcome that
sleazy Tories are, rightly, being hung out to
dry. To not do so would only embolden and
reward them further. But let’s not forget the
bigger picture – that when those who have
been named and shamed have been hung out
it isn’t a case of ‘job done’.
That’s why it’s worth quoting from the
ASLEF constitution. Part 3.1 item vii states that
one of the objects of ASLEF is to ‘assist in the
furtherance of the labour movement generally
towards a socialist society’. Because only a
socialist system will produce an equality of
outcome, where fairness and decency are built
into the very fabric of a new society, doing
‘what it says on the tin’.
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Last Word

Slow train
of thought
HENRY RUSSELL is the author
of more than 20 books on
subjects from architecture to
Zinedine Zidane. He also has
a model railway and loves the
iron road. Here he reflects, at the start
of a New Year, on some of the questions
that cannot always be answered –
including two great railway mysteries…
HEN Chris Tarrant hosted Who Wants
to Be a Millionaire on ITV he used to
say that the questions are ‘only easy if
you know the answers’. Which may be true for
straightforward matters of fact – ‘What’s the
capital of North Macedonia?’ – but doesn’t
take account of a whole other category: things
that make you wonder but you never ask
about or look up.
That’s because you’re happy to accept that
they’re among the great imponderables of
existence, eternally abiding questions that
cannot possibly be answered satisfactorily,
such as, ‘What is the purpose of life?’ and ‘How
on earth did Jo Swinson become leader of the
Liberal Democrats?’
Other superficially puzzling phenomena
get plonked into this category mistakenly,
there to remain until some flash of insight or
fresh information reveals that the truth in each
case was obvious all the time, it was just that
you failed to see it.

W

‘

‘I’d gone from being the blue-eyed boy to
Satan’s representative on Earth’

As a child I wondered why mummy washed
my dinner plate even after the dog had licked
it clean. But I didn’t inquire.
In my twenties I couldn’t figure out how I’d
gone from being my employer’s blue-eyed
boy to Satan’s representative on Earth even
though I hadn’t changed or been asked to
change any of my working habits throughout
the five years I’d been in thrall to the firm. It
wasn’t until much later that I was told by
another, more senior, escapee from the
company that they wanted me gone because
I’d reached the top of the pay scale for my job.
Why did Napoleon call the English ‘a nation
of shopkeepers’? I wondered about that, too,
but gave it no thought. Putting aside the
difficulty that he probably never said any such
thing – the term was more likely coined by a
Scotsman, the economist Adam Smith – it was
still hard to know what it actually meant: every
country has loads of retail premises; I doubt
that France ever had significantly fewer than
we have. Then, one day, a Frenchman
happened to mention (by chance; I’d never
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have asked) that it was a reference to the idea
that we will sell anything to anyone: we claim
that London buses must be red, but they stay
that colour only for as long as no one pays us
to respray them. Nothing is sacred; everything
has its price. That’s the underlying retail ethic.
Yes, of course...

‘

‘The Trans-Siberian trip of a lifetime’

Another thing: why did apartheid end
when it did? It was bound to fall one day,
because it was wicked and iniquitous and
hence unsustainable, but why did it get
dismantled in the early 1990s, rather than on
the Twelfth of Never in the year 2525?
Turned out that one of the main reasons
was because, after the dissolution of the
Soviet Union on the last day of 1991, the
West felt that it no longer needed South Africa
as a bulwark against communism in the
region, so it stopped propping up the white
minority government. It may be that everyone
except me knew this all along, but I never
asked them, and they never told me, so I had
no idea.
And then there were two great railway
mysteries. One was why were there notices in
old carriage toilets ordering ‘Do not flush
while train is in station’? I suppose I could have
asked a grown-up but, for whatever reason, I
didn’t. I eventually saw the answer wrapped in
paper between the lines alongside a platform
at Newton Abbot one hot August afternoon
straight after the departure of a steam-hauled
Cornish Riviera Express.
The other was how come, despite my love
of trains, I pretty well always fell asleep on
them? The Trans-Siberian trip of a lifetime
hadn’t trundled very far beyond the Moscow
suburbs and into a 6,000-mile forest broken

The King Class King Edward II known to
railwaymen as Spud 2 (top); the Warship Class
42 diesel hydraulic Zephyr and the TransSiberian Railway which runs for 5,772 miles
from Moscow to Vladivostok
only by half a dozen enormous rivers before I
was gone, thus missing extensive backcloths
I’d always wanted to see and had spent many
years imagining.
This made little sense to me, who as a child
had known no greater thrill than clutching
tightly the arm of a wooden bench as Kings
and Castles and Warships and Westerns shook
the earth through Slough. One of my most
vivid early memories was the view from a high
window on Holloway Road of Mallard and
Silver Fox heading expresses past each other in
opposite directions between King’s Cross and
Finsbury Park.

‘

‘Steam era Kings and Castles and dieselpowered Westerns and Warships’

Back from Russia, I had no difficulty in
working out that the sleep was induced by the
warmth of the compartment and the rocking
motion, but still I reproached myself for
nodding off during what I’d foreseen as a
moment of triumph: finally doing something
I’d always wanted to do. When I mused about
this to my eldest daughter, who’d been forcefed railways throughout her first decade and a
half, she solved the problem with the sort of
Confucian wisdom of which the young are
effortlessly capable: ‘Trains’, she averred, ‘are
better watched than ridden’.
The child saw immediately what the parent
had spent more than half a lifetime vaguely
wondering about. So here’s another thing I
accepted unthinkingly for years and now
think I fully understand: evolution.

Prize Crossword
Prize crossword 189 by Tom Williams

Across:
1 Shut
4 Weekly pay
7 Man who collects
and sells tat (3-3-4)
8 Undiluted gin
9 Adam’s ale
11 Doctor’s client
13 Wooden flooring
for a patio
15 Foe
17 Highland family
group
18 Half a ring
20 Set fire to
21 Solicitor
Down:
1 A short doze in the
armchair

Solution to Prize Crossword 188
Across: 3 Arrow 6 Seagull 7 Crayon 8 Pitta
9 November 12 Isles 14 Prune
15 Guernsey 18 Theme 19 Agenda
20 Trotter 21 Swede Down: 1 Pastille
2 Humans 3 Alcove 4 Realm 5 Wrote
6 Sapling 10 Brunette 11 Roe deer
13 Estate 14 Python 16 Urges 17 Rinse
Congratulations to Mark Goring of
Weymouth, Dorset, who was last month’s
winner. The winner of this month’s Prize
Crossword will receive Marks & Spencer
vouchers to the value of £25.
l You can see more of Tom Williams’s
crosswords, word games and puzzles at
wordgames.co.uk

2 Chair or bench
3 Cul-de-sac (4,3)
4 Venomous spider,
black...
5 Sticky stuff
6 Spiky asparagus
shoot
7 Baby’s noisy toy
10 Sponge, cream
and fruit dessert
12 Clinging part of a
climbing plant
14 Male goose
15 Support for an
artist’s painting
16 Small sailing boat
17 Cat’s nail
19 Large drinking
cup

Name......................................................................
Address..................................................................
..................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
Postcode................................................................

If you successfully complete this month’s Prize Crossword please send the solution by post to the
Editor, ASLEF Journal, 77 St John Street, Clerkenwell, London, EC1M 4NN (or take a photo on your
mobile phone of the grid and send the image to journal@aslef.org.uk) by Friday 14 January

ASLEF’s legal services
Have you been sacked, or are in trouble at work, and cannot get hold of
your branch secretary, local representative or District Organiser in an
emergency? Call our industrial relations department on 020 7324 2400
(9am to 5pm Monday to Thursday or 9am to 4pm on Friday) or leave a
message on the answer service, or email info@aslef.org.uk with a subject
heading of ‘For the attention of the
industrial relations dept’.

Changed your address? Please let us know! Just fill in this form or go online
Name.....................................................................................................................................................
Address.................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
Postcode ...................................................Telephone.....................................................................
Branch.........................................................................Membership No.........................................
Please return coupon to: ASLEF, 77 St John Street, Clerkenwell, London, EC1M 4NN

On Track

Twitter is for
angry people
EITHER
Matthew
Macfadyen
nor his wife Keeley
Hawes – two of the
most talented
actors of their
generation – have
Tweet of the day –
social media
but actor Matthew
accounts.
won’t play
Macfadyen, who
plays Tom Wambsgans in the HBO drama
series Succession, and won plaudits for his
performances as Tom Quinn in Spooks,
Darcy in Pride and Prejudice, Oblonsky in
Anna Karenina, and Henry Wilcox in
Howards End, says: ‘I did create a twitter
account five years ago, but I didn’t know
what to tweet – “Isn’t it terrible in Syria?” –
so I closed it.
‘My son said, “Dad, twitter is for old,
angry people. Facebook is for old people.
Instagram is for people who want to feel
better about themselves but end up
feeling worse,” or something like that.’
Occasionally he Googles himself, ‘But only
enough to sort of scratch the itch.’
Matthew and Keeley aren’t alone. As we
head into a New Year, it’s clear that the
shine is coming off the Brave New World of
social media. A lot of tweets and posts are
either obvious – ‘Isn’t it terrible in Syria?’ –
or fatuous or both, while others are simply
dull, and many are ‘put out there’ by
people who are deluded enough to
believe that the rest of us are interested in
their banal observations.
A BBC Panorama programme revealed
how social media sites, including Facebook
and Instagram, actively push misogynistic
content to men who send abusive content
to women, because the big tech
companies know that online hate and
abuse translates into big profits for them.
And Frances Haugen, data engineer
turned whistleblower, who has worked for
Google, Yelp, Pinterest, and Facebook, has
revealed how they deliberately steer
young and vulnerable men and women
towards damaging content, provoke and
stoke division, and undermine democracy.
Tech companies try to hide behind the
fig leaf that they are platforms, not
publishers, but that argument is wearing
thin with politicians in the wake of the
murder of Sir David Amess and the
culpability of big tech companies in
creating the toxic culture in which we now
live. You don’t need a crystal ball to see
that 2022 might be the beginning of the
end for the Age of the Twitterati.

N

Keith Richmond
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There has never
been a more
important time
to join a trade
union.

When a group of workers
act and speak together, their
employer has to listen. That’s how
unions make things better at work.

Nearly 5.5 million people are in a union. Many
have been on the frontline during the pandemic, from our
brilliant NHS workers to retail staff and care workers.

Unions protect jobs, stop people being treated unfairly
and make workplaces safer. During the pandemic that’s
been more important than ever.

“My trade union stands
between me and an
uncertain future.”
Key worker, Liverpool

ndyourunion.tuc.org.uk

